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Six visual web design
Six new and creative
trends set to be big in 2019 examples of user-generated
content

Five content tips for great
Instagram and Facebook
stories

Long-form video: Brand
builders should go beyond
‘snackable’ content in 2019

Web design is forever advancing as

User-generated content is certainly not a

Instagram and Facebook stories are

How will big brands exercise their voices in

technology, standards and tastes

new marketing strategy, but it appears to

increasingly on the radar for many brands,

the crowded content landscape of 2019?

change. As Feb comes to a close, it’s

be enjoying a renaissance. UGC – which

and understandably so. According to

And what’s going to be soaking up the

time for a round up of web design

refers to any kind of content created by a

Instagram, 200 million+ accounts look at a

attention of audiences around the world?

trends we’re likely to see a lot more of

customer and used by a business – helps

business profile each day, two out of three

as 2019 progresses.

brands to build an immediate sense of

business profile visits are from non-

One thing that particularly caught my eye is

authenticity. Unlike online reviews –

followers and a third of the most viewed

the struggle brands are having to entertain,

Expect even more video content, bold

which can easily be faked, biased, or

Stories on Instagram come from

inspire and inform their audiences within

colour palettes and a little bit of rule-

skewed by an algorithm – user generated

businesses. These platforms offer a huge

the restrictive parameters set by social

breaking thrown in for good measure.

content is often visual and tied to a social

opportunity for brands to connect with

media giants. No sound? Vertical only?

Without further ado, let’s take a look at

media account – therefore more

customers but with growing competition

Under 10 seconds?

six of these trends set to make a splash.

trustworthy.

for views...
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Instagram advertisers stay
loyal, keep spending more

Facebook Page owners
will soon be able to
participate in Groups

10 examples of great
Disney marketing
campaigns

Clicks or bricks? Four
digital experts on the
future of high street retail

Instagram’s ad business had a stellar year

Facebook announced Thursday it will soon

There are two difficulties with a roundup

With soaring high street store closures

in 2018, according to reports out this

let Pages participate within Groups. The

like this – Disney is massive and it’s often

still making the headlines on a regular

month. Kenshoo’s recent digital

company also introduced new posting and

hard to disentangle product and marketing.

basis in the UK, the retail and marketing

marketing report showed the Facebook-

comment management tools for Group

owned app saw 120 percent increase in ad

admins. Pages get more access to Groups.

The company creates such strong stories/

question: why are high street retailers

spend year-over-year during the fourth

In the coming weeks, Facebook Page

brands that all of its media can appear to

still struggling to crack multichannel

quarter of 2018, and was up 43 percent

accounts will be able to participate on

work seamlessly.

retail? While employing ecommerce best

over third-quarter results.

Group Pages — something Page owners

sectors repeatedly grapple with the

practices and focusing on customer

have not had not been able to do before

Nevertheless, we’ve picked out some

experience might seem like

“For every dollar spent on Instagram by a

now. Peloton, whose Facebook Group has

examples of what could be termed

straightforward measures to those of us

new advertiser in 2018, existing

been highlighted as one of the most

marketing expertise by the film juggernaut.

who work in digital, the woes of high

advertisers increased spending by $4.00,”

engaged, standout Groups on the

Here are 10 of the best.

street retailers are quite obviously not
straightforward.

platform...
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